Pvzzle
by John de Cuevas
Instructions: Guess the words defined by the cryptic clues (words vary in length from four to nine letters
and include two proper names and one hyphenated word), then enter them in the grid one after another in
the same order as their clues, starting in the upper left corner. Across words that don't end at the right
margin continue on the next line, and down words that don't end at the bottom margin continue in the next
column. Eleven across words and ten down words won't fit in the grid unless one of their letters is removed.
Those twenty-one letters, taken in order, spell three words inscribed on a well-known Harvard building.

Across
1. Fire teller
2. State in tricky bondage
3. Government, for example, covered by frost
4. Warmly, wildly they rail
5. One kind of duck or an udder?
6. Of mechanical life born taking charge
7. Hear shopping plaza hammer
8. Drop rent
9. Exalts in returning tassel bonnet
10. Suspension of lethal trade
11. Greed gestalt has advantages
12. Demand one in bivalve
13. Rise hearing agreement
14. Mammal (New Guinea) in protective layer
15. Island of incubation
16. Owns piano fastener
17. Moonlike dead enveloping negative
18. Stop insect with sodium
19. Have sheriff's men before ship
20. Opposite in poetry
21. Area that's twice exacting
22. Dry it sullied

Down
1. Cartridge chamber ash contains chemical radical
2. Animal fables: shaping by satire
3. Kinfolk turn up to dance in first half of sector
4. Appear to meet bet by 1000
5. Elizabethan letter
6. Rudimentary tail gives wagging
7. Marks vehicle within middle of vessel
8. What's left live around university
9. Universal funnyman has successful start
10. Spurns dances around start of Passover
11. Once around track in rabbit fur
12. A piece of clothing that parches thirst
13. Welcome weather?
14. Require the French stylus
15. Radiate width
16. Coypu fanatic turns to broadcast
17. Test of time and currency
18. Name in magnesium
19. Answer about legal injury
20. Stalk a kind of goat
21. Apprentice gets sequence with ease, so to speak
22. Buffalo Bill keeps lusty innards in detention

This puzzle appeared in the November-December 1994 issue of Harvard Magazine in a
different format.

